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Narrative Rubric 
This Narrative “rubric” is a scoring or rating system used with all of my speech and language students who work on “Narrative Skills”.  A narrative is a “monologue” by which a person re-tells a story 
they have heard or an experience they had.  This is an expressive communication task that encompasses many individual skills such as sequencing and providing adequate background knowledge, 
vocabulary and grammar skills, and story elements such as focusing on a main idea and connecting events.   Given so many items to consider, this self-made “rubric” allows me to assess all elements 
and track progress in a consistent measurable way.  This rubric is based on scoring standards from the Test of Narrative Language (2004, PRO-ED).    There are seven scoring components.  Each 
component is scored as a 1,2, 3 or 4.  Scores are added together to achieve a total narrative score.  I use this score as a baseline to compare future narratives to in order to measure individual student 
progress.   
Student Name: __________________________     Date:  ______________      Story: ____________________________    
 
Type of Narrative:            Personal Event/Sharing                Re-tell storybook read to student                   Re-tell storybook student read  
 
Context:              with Visual Cues from the story          with a storyboard or storymap              without Visual Cues 
 
Characters      Grammar 

1 No information about characters in the story            1   0-25% statements grammatically correct  
2 General reference about characters (ex:  a boy, the kids, he)         2   26-50% statements grammatically correct 
3 Specific name for at least one character in the story         3   51-75% statements grammatically correct 
4 Specific names for two or  more characters in the story        4   76-100% statements grammatically correct  

 
Setting (Time and Place) 

1 No specific information about timeframe or location in the story 
2 General reference about timeframe and location (one day, in a park, at his house)  
3 Gives specific information about timeframe OR location in the story    
4 Gives specific information about timeframe AND location in the story 

 
Story Elements       Story Cohesion 

1 No problem or conflict stated from the story        1   Missing 2 of the beginning, middle, end components, poorly organized 
2 Tells about either the problem OR the resolution action in the story            2   Missing either beginning. middle or end componant, some statements 
3 Tells about both the problem and resolution; however not in a sequential,            do not make sense with the story 
           logical or cause-effect fashion          3  Complete story, main idea established, but lacking creative detail 
4 Complete and sequential statement of problem-resolution      4  All statements make sense, main idea established & creative detail 

        
Transition Words         

1 No time relationships stated at all     TOTAL NARRATIVE SCORE:    _____  
2 Uses ordinal numbers only to link events       
3  Uses “and” or “then” solely to link actions or events     
4  Use  at least 3 different transition words/phrases.  One must include an adverbial phrases or clause other than “and” “then” 
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